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Off-road Vietnam Dirt Bike Tour from Hanoi to Vu Linh - 6 days 

06/Days    Hanoi → Mai Chau → Phu Yen → Ta Xua → Nghia Lo → Vu Linh → Hanoi 

 

Northern Vietnam is well-known for picturesque landscapes, together with traditional Vietnamese cultures. 

Every year, there are thousands of tourists coming to visit beauty spots in this region. They are also eager to 

discover the cultural lives of the local people living there.       

Spending 6 days on riding through numerous Northern paths will bring you a memorable occasion to enjoy the 

charming beauty of Northern Vietnam. Besides, a lot of fascinating experiences are waiting for you during this 

journey. 

Tour Highlights 

During the off-road Vietnam Dirt Bike Tour from Hanoi to Vu Linh - 6 days, you will have an opportunity to 

visit lots of attractions like Hanoi, Mai Chau, Phu Yen, Ta Xua, Nghia Lo, Vu Linh. Each day you will get 

cross different stretches of road covered with stunning scenery and riding challenges as well. The highlight of 

this tour is experiencing off-road trails from place to place on your motorbike.  
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Content about Tour 

Day 1: Hanoi to Mai Chau Motorbike Tour 

Day 2: Mai Chau to Phu Yen Motorbike Tour 

Day 3: Phu Yen to Ta Xua Motorbike Tour 

Day 4: Ta Xua to Nghia Lo Motorbike Tour 

Day 5: Nghia Lo to Vu Linh Motorbike Tour 

Day 6: Vu Linh to Hanoi Motorbike Tour 

 

Itinerary Tour 

Day 1: Hanoi to Mai Chau Motorbike Tour 

Start the first day of the off-road Vietnam dirt bike tour from Hanoi to Vu Linh. The road from Hanoi to Mai 

Chau is 170 km long and not too challenging to conquer. You will stop at some places on the way before 

reaching the final destination. It will take you about 40 minutes to move from Hanoi to Luong Son - the first 

destination of the itinerary. 

After riding through a small path with a stretch of forest on one side and orange gardens on the other side, you 

go along Highway 6, which will lead you to Hoa Binh province. Coming here, you take some rest and have 

lunch before crossing Thung Khe Pass to admire towering mountains. From Thung Khe, you take a winding 

road along the mountainside that runs through several villages and lakes to reach Ba Khan.   

Next, you go on a challenging trip to Go Lao waterfall. Before getting to this place, you have to ride your 

motorcycle through a bumpy and winding road with dangerous turning points. Around 5 p.m, you will reach 

Mai Chau town, where you will spend your first night. 

Summary: 

Accommodations: Homestay 

Distance: 170 km 

Meals: Lunch, Dinner 
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Day 2: Mai Chau to Phu Yen Motorbike Tour 

From Mai Chau to Phu Yen, you will move a distance of about 140km. There are two roads for you to choose 

to move between these two places. The first one is a dangerous off-road trail that is encompassed by watershed 

forests on both sides and stretch from Cun Pheo to Hang Kia Pa Co. For more safety and sightseeing 

experiences, you should take the second road that runs through Highway 6. It is noted that the road is quite 

narrow and includes several bends. When traveling in the rainy season, you need to be careful because the road 

can be wet and slippery. On the way, you will have a stop in Moc Chau, where you will have lunch before 

continuing to enjoy your trip. In the afternoon, you will take a ferry on Da River to immerse yourself into a 

peaceful landscape before getting to Phu Yen. 

Summary: Accommodations: Homestay                  Distance: 140 km            Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
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Day 3: Phu Yen to Ta Xua Motorbike Tour 

After enjoying breakfast in Phu Yen, you climb on your motorbike and go on a 60-km excursion to Ta Xua. 

Riding along Highway 43 and Highway 37, you will get to this awesome destination. It is quite challenging to 

conquer the roads from Phu Yen to Ta Xua. For a smooth ride, it is advisable to follow the guide’s instructions. 

Ta Xua is often known as an ideal attraction for trekking. Cloud hunting is the most interesting activity you 

should get involved in. The spectacular combination of majestic mountains and layers of fluffy clouds creates 

a stunning picture of nature.    

Summary: 

Accommodations: Homestay 

Distance: 60 km                         Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
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Day 4: Ta Xua to Nghia Lo Motorbike Tour 

After getting excellent photos of cloud landscapes in Phu Yen, you move to the next destination named Nghia 

Lo, which is about 125 km from Phu Yen and home to Thai people. On the way to Nghia Lo, you will spend 

time taking delight in terraced fields, pine hills, and peaceful atmosphere in Tram Tau district, where you must 

move past lots of bends to get.     

Going through the stretch of 30 km from Tram Tau, you have an occasion to come to visit the Thai villages in 

Nghia Lo. This awesome attraction gives you an opportunity to gain the most exhilarating experiences of 

traditional stilt houses, local foods, costumes, songs, and dances. After discovering all the most exciting things 

in Nghia Lo, you come back to the hotel and take overnight here before starting a new voyage of discovery.  

Summary: 
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Accommodations: Homestay 

Distance: 125 km 

Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 

 

Day 5: Nghia Lo to Vu Linh Motorbike Tour 

Start your new day with a light breakfast in Nghia Lo before riding 140 km to Vu Linh. On the way, you will 

have a chance to explore the Ngoi Thia stream in Yen Bai. Due to the change in the stream bed, the terrain 

around it becomes rough and bumpy. Despite receiving enthusiastic support from our tour guide, you must be 

an experienced rider to pass this hardship.   

After crossing this stream, you leisurely enjoy the surrounding scenery while moving along the village streets. 

Along the road, you can pay a visit to some Thai and Dzao villages. You will arrive at Vu Linh at noon. Stop 
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at a village near Thac Ba lake for lunch before doing some sightseeing around the lake. When the night falls, 

it’s time for you to taste the local foods and take a rest at a homestay here.  

Summary: 

Accommodations: Homestay 

Distance: 140 km 

Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 

 

Day 6: Vu Linh to Hanoi Motorbike Tour 

The last day of the journey is the time you have to come back to Hanoi from Vu Linh. To avoid busy roads, 

you should follow 2B Street, then turn into the road along the Red River Delta. After having a ride through 
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various exciting roads on your motorcycle, you will return to Hanoi before rush hour. The journey through 

beautiful lands also ends here.  

Summary: 

Distance: 180 km 

Meals: Breakfast, Lunch 

 

END OF TOUR 
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The following list is the latest updated price for Vietnam motorcycle trips in 2020 

 Newest & Best Maintained Honda motorbikes 

 Long Experienced & Helpful People 

 Great Value for Your dollars 

 Unique and Impressive Routes for your best motorbike tours experience 

 Customized Tours depending on your needs 

 Flexible & Secured Payment 

 No Hidden Cost 

 Minimum Of Deposit (The Balance can be settled in Hanoi, can pay by cash or credit card) 

 Free Video, Movie and Gopro Use (You'll receive videos in a few days after the tour) 

What's Include 

Above price includes: 

 English Speaking Tour guides/ Mechanics / Photographers / Video Recorders. 

 Quality Japanese Honda Motorcycles with spare things (Honda XR 150cc or Honda CRF250L) Extra cost for 

Honda CRF250L. 

 All meals during the tour (local Vietnamese food) 

 Accommodation (standard hotel or homestay based on double, twins or triple shared room) 

 Fuel/ Gasoline during the tour 

 Boat trips on Lakes or Rivers 

 All entrance tickets/ Permits to remote areas 

 Helmets/Gloves and Bright reflecting Jackets 

 Hotel pick up 

 GORPO USE, Video Of Your Trips (you'll receive videos in a few days after the tour) 

 Dirt on your SHOES and FACE or more 

Excludes: 

 Travel insurance 

 Visa to Vietnam 

 Flight tickets 

 Gratuities, tips for tour guides/ drivers 

 Beverages & other personal expenses 
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Important Notes: 

 A single stay will cost an extra of 20 USD/ day. 

 We provide vehicle support and driver with extra price of 150 USD/day/ truck upon request! 

 If tours do not depart/ end in Hanoi then surcharge for bike shipping to/ back: 120 USD/ bike. 

 VAT excluded from the price, if you want VAT included, 10% of the total price will be added. 

BOOKING CONDITION 

 To secure your bookings we require a minimal of 30% deposit. The balance will be made upon arrival 

 The rider is responsible for any bank charges. (surcharge 3,5% if you pay by credit card) 

 The balance can be paid by cash or credit on the first day of the trip 

 If you cancel your motorbike tour before the departure date, you will lose 100% of the deposit. 

 If you cancel the tour after the departure date, you will lose 100% of the total cost/ fee of the tour for any 

reason. 

 After departure, NO REFUNDS will be given for any reason, if you cancel the tour. 

 A Damage Cost deposit of US$ 100 – 1,000 or more is required for each motorcycle for using in the guided or 

self-guided motorcycle tours. In the case of a self-caused accident, your own participation is up to US$ 2,000 

or more. 

“We promise to deliver the best balance for every single DOLLAR” 

  

Hightlight 

 Start and end in Hanoi 

 Chance to hunt cloud in Ta Xua and Tram Tau 

 Riding along the dangerous off-road 

 English or Spain speaking guide 

 Some special places such as: Hang Kia Pa Co, Ngoi Thia Stream, etc. 

 Use of motorbike and fuel included 
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